Ultimate Event Merchandise Package Details
$2,950.00 (Plus $95 Shipping)
2’ x 6’ Welcome Banner: A four-color digitized vinyl banner that can be customized any way you
like.
The banner has a scenic golf background, and can be seen by going to
www.golfdigesttournamentshop.com and clicking on “Signs and Banners”
18 Hole Sponsor Signs: 18 four-color digitized signs. The signs are 18” x 24” and can be
customized in the same manner as the Welcome Banner. An example can be seen if you click on
“Signs and Banners,” then the first logo called “Hole Sponsor,” then clicking on the bottom right hand
image (Hole Signs).
Longest Drive Contests (2 each): These are guaranteed prize contests. The winner of each
contest (or however you want to set it up) is a hybrid club. A four-color, digitized sign is included in
each of these packages.
Closest to the Pin Contests (2 each): These are guaranteed prize contests. The winner of each
contest (or however you want to set it up) is a hybrid club. A four-color, digitized sign is included in
each of these packages.
Four First Place Prizes of Golf Bags: Thirteen compartment top, external putter holster. Two lined
valuables pockets. Spacious accessory pockets.
Four Second Place Prizes of Wedges: Stainless Steel. Cavity mass improves feel and playability.
“U” groove score lines provide maximum spin.
Four Third Place Prizes of Putters: State-of-the-art alignment system. Milled polymer face insert
for soft feel.
Putting Contest for a Set of Irons: Fade control design. Two piece construction with internal
weighting. Familiar profile with 21st century technology.
Pro Pack Shootout: 4 Players have a chance to win a full set of TaylorMade Golf Clubs and Deluxe
Golf Bag. Players must shoot from a minimum of 165 yards.
Raffle Package: Your Raffle Package Includes: One (1) Golf Bag, (1) Hybrid Club, (3) Woods, (2)
Ladies Clubs, raffle sign and a roll of raffle tickets.
Land and Sea Hole in One Prize Package: The Land and Sea Package comes with (Drive a
NASCAR for 8 laps at Jeff Gordon Driving School, Marina Del Rey Sailing Charter for 2, Caribbean
Cruise for 2, Saks Fifth Avenue with consultant and $1,000 Gift Card). One of each is placed on a
par 3 (or somewhere with a minimum of 150 yards to the hole) and if you sink the hole in one, you win
the prize. If, for example, two people were to sink the same shot on the same hole, they each win
that prize – there is no minimum number of wins. The major condition is that there must be at least
two player witnesses.

Background on Golf Products:
The Brand of Golf Products used in the packages is Orlimar. Orlimar uses bi-metal, tri-metal and
titanium technologies to create long-hitting clubs. Their drivers feature Aldila NVS graphite shafts,
Golf Pride Tour Velvet grips, and loft angles between 8.5 and 12.5 degrees. The company's irons and
wedges are forged from carbon steel and they are available with both steel and graphite shafts. The
irons and wedges also come with Golf Pride New Decade grips. Anti-slice graphite-shaft hybrids are
also available. Orlimar putters are designed with core-weighting technology for stability and balance.
Some perks to Orlimar products include; the size, design and weight balance of the Orlimar drivers
make them incredibly long off the tee, even without an overly powerful swing. The accuracy with
drivers and fairway woods is comparable to smaller and lighter brands, and the forged irons are ideal
for tighter fairways and landing areas. The peripheral balance and smooth motion of the putters suits
both beginning and veteran players.
Please note: Items may vary. Items subject to change based on availability. Golf Digest Planner
reserves the right to substitute any prizes of equal or higher value.

